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In previous work, we presented an applicability of soft set theory for decision making of patients 
suspected influenza. The proposed technique is based on maximal supported objects by parameters. 
At this stage of the research, results are presented and discussed from a qualitative point of view 
against recent soft decision making techniques through an artificial dataset. In this paper, we present 
an extended application of our soft set-based decision making through a Boolean valued information 
system from a dataset of patients suspected ILI (Influenza-Like Illness). Using soft set theory and 
maximal symptoms co-occurences in patients, we explore how soft set-based decision making 
technique can be used to reduce the number of dispensable symptoms and further make a correct and 
fast decision. The result of this work can be used for recommendation of decision making based on 
the clusters decision captured. Finally, this technique may potentially contribute to lowering the 
complexity of medical decision making without loss of original information. 
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1. Introduction 
 
An influenza pandemic is an epidemic of an influenza virus that spreads on a worldwide 
scale and infects a large proportion of the human population. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
have been warning that there is a substantial risk of an influenza pandemic within the 
next few years1. Since the first case of novel influenza infection was announced in 
Mexico in April 2009, swH1N1 Influenza A- a mosaic of swine/bird/human Influenza 
A1- has spread across the world at lightning speed. This is likely to be the tip of the 
iceberg since surveillance systems are not widespread in any country2. Many healthcare 
leaders find themselves overwhelmed with data3. Another hand, a lot of work on 
influenza modeling has been done all over the world over the past 30 years based on the 
infectious diseases data including4-8. Recently, Karim and Razali proposed Mathematical 
Model of Influenza A, H1N1 for Malaysia9. They study the development of mathematical 
model to help understand the dynamics of an epidemic, to design treatment and develop a 
control strategie such as a vaccination program or quarantine policy. However, the works 
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mentioned above lack the information they need to make informed decisions. One aspect 
that medical database plays an important role is in the field of decision making. Inputs 
obtained from dataset are stored in terms of records and attributes in databases do 
contribute a lot in the process of decision making. To this, one practical problem is faced: 
for a particular property, whether all the attributes in the attributes set are always 
necessary to preserve this property10. Computational models of the artificial intelligence 
such as soft set theory11 have several applications. Parameterization reduction under soft 
set theory12-17 can be considered further as a technique for medical decision making. One 
possible application is the medical decision making of patients suspected Influenza-Like 
Illness (ILI). 
In previous work, we presented an applicability of soft set theory for decision 
making of patients suspected influenza18. The proposed technique is based on maximal 
supported objects by parameters. We note that the soft set is designed to replace a 
Boolean-valued information system19. The research described in the paper is a part of our 
short term effort in applying soft set theory in order to make a decision and further 
grouping of patients under certain symptoms of influenza. At this stage of the research, 
results are presented and discussed from a qualitative point of view against recent soft 
decision making techniques through an artificial dataset.  
In this paper, we present an extended application of our soft set-based decision 
making through a Boolean valued information system from a dataset of patients 
suspected Influenza-Like Illness (ILI). Since soft set theory is not yet widely known, we 
start from a tutorial introduction. Further the concept of soft dimensionality reduction and 
decision making techniques16,18 are described. Using soft set theory and maximal 
symptoms co-occurences in patients, we explore how soft set-based decision making 
technique can be used to reduce the number of dispensable symptoms and further make a 
correct and fast decision. The result of this work can be used for recommendation of 
decision making based on the clusters decision captured. Finally, this technique may 
potentially contribute to lowering the complexity of medical decision making without 
loss of original information. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the notion of 
information system (databases). Section 3 describes the theory of soft set. Section 4 
describes the dataset, modeling process and soft set-based decision making using 
maximal supported objects by parameters. Section 5 describes the results from an 
application of soft set theory for decision making and grouping patients suspected 
Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) following by discussion. Finally, the conclusion of this work 
is described in section 6. 
 
2. Information System 
 
The syntax of information systems is very similar to relations in relational databases. 
Entities in relational databases are also represented by tuples of attribute values. An 
information system is a quadruple ( )fVAUS ,,,= , where { }UuuuU ,,, 21 L=  is a non-
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empty finite set of objects, { }AaaaA ,,, 21 L=  is a non-empty finite set of attributes, 
U Aa aVV ∈= , aV  is the domain (value set) of attribute a, VAUf →×:  is an information 
function such that ( )
a
Vauf ∈, , for every ( ) AUau ×∈,  , called information (knowledge) 
function19. An information system is also called a knowledge representation systems or 
an attribute-valued system. In an information system ( )fVAUS ,,,= , if { },1,0=
a
V  for 
every Aa ∈ , then S is called a Boolean-valued information system. In many medical 
information systems, there is an outcome of classification that is known. This a posteriori 
knowledge is expressed by one (or more) distinguished attribute called decision attribute; 
the process is known as supervised learning. An information system of this kind is called 
a decision system. A decision system is an information system of the form 
{ }( )fVdAUD ,,, U= , where Ad ∉  is the decision attribute17. The elements of A are 
called condition attributes. A simple example of a decision table can be found in Table 1. 
 
Example 1. (See Ref. 18). A decision system of six patients with six symptoms 
(conditions) and a decision. 
 
Table 1. An example of a decision system 
 
U Fever Cough Runny Nose Lethargic Tired Headache Flu 
1p  yes yes no yes no yes yes 
2p  no no yes no yes no no 
3p  yes yes no yes no yes yes 
4p  yes no no no yes no no 
5p  yes yes yes no no yes yes 
6p  no no no yes yes no no 
 
 
3. Soft Set Theory 
 
Throughout this section U refers to an initial universe, E is a set of parameters, ( )UP  is 
the power set of U . 
 
Definition 1. (See Ref. 11) A pair ( )EF,  is called a soft set over U, where F is a 
mapping given by  
( )UPEF →: . 
 
In other words, a soft set over universe U is a parameterized family of subsets of universe 
U. For Ee ∈ , ( )eF  may be considered as the set of e-elements of the soft set ( )EF,  or 
as the set of e-approximate elements of the soft set. Clearly, a soft set is not a (crisp) set. 
 
Example 2. (See Ref 18). Let we consider a soft set ( )EF,  which describes the 
“conditions of patients suspected influenza” that a hospital is considering to make a 
decision. The six influenza symptoms, i.e., fever, respiratory, nasal discharges, cough, 
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headache and sore throat are adopted from20 and one symptom added is lethargic. 
Suppose that there are six patients in the hospital under consideration,  
 
{ }654321 ,,,,, hhhhhhU = , 
 
and E is a set of decision parameters  
 
{ }7654321 ,,,,,, eeeeeeeE = , 
where  
 
1e  stands for the parameter “fever”,  
2e  stands for the parameter “respiratory”,  
3e  stands for the parameter “nasal discharges”,  
4e  stands for the parameter “cough”,  
5e  stands for the parameter “headache” 
6e  stands for the parameter “sore throat” 
7e  stands for the parameter “lethargic”. 
 
Consider the mapping ( )UPEF →:  given by “patients ( )⋅ ”, where ( )⋅  is to be filled in 
by one of parameters Ee ∈ . Suppose that  
 
( ) { }654311 ,,,, pppppeF = ,  
( ) { }212 , ppeF = ,  
( ) { }4213 ,, pppeF = ,  
( ) { }14 peF = ,  
( ) { }435 , ppeF = , 
( ) { }426 , ppeF = , 
( ) { }65317 ,,, ppppeF = . 
 
Therefore, ( )1eF  means “patients suffer fever”, whose functional value is the set 
{ }65431 ,,,, ppppp . Thus, we can view the soft set ( )EF,  as a collection of 
approximations as below 
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Table 2. Tabular representation of a soft set in the above example 
 
U 
1e  2e  3e  4e  5e  6e  7e  
1p  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
2p  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
3p  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
4p  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
5p  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6p  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
Each approximation has two parts, a predicate e and an approximate value set p. For 
example, for the approximation “ { }65431 ,,,,fever ppppp= ”, we have the predicate name 
of patients with fever and its value set is { }65431 ,,,, ppppp .  
 
The relation between a soft set and a Boolean-valued information system is given in the 
following proposition. 
 
Proposition 1. (See Ref. 19). If ( )EF,  is a soft set over the universe U, then ( )EF,  is a 
binary-valued information system { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= . 
 
Proof. Let ( )EF,  be a soft set over the universe U, we define a mapping  
 
{ }
n
fffF ,,, 21 L= , 
where  
 
ii VUf →:  and ( ) ( )( )

∉
∈
=
i
i
i
eFx
eFx
xf
,0
,1
,  for Ai ≤≤1 . 
 
Hence, if EA = , U Ae ei iVV ∈= ,  where { }1,0=ieV , then a soft set ( )EF,  can be 
considered as a binary-valued information system { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= .   
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From Proposition 1, it is easily to understand that a binary-valued information system can 
be represented as a soft set. Thus, we can make a one-to-one correspondence between 
( )EF,  over U and { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= . 
 
4. Material and Method 
 
The second part of this article starts from a description of the Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) 
dataset and the medical problem for which the data was collected. This work will identify 
which symptoms are dispensable and further can be removed from dataset without 
affected the original decision. Then, we make a decision of the reduced dataset based on 
the clusters captured. 
 
4.1. Material 
 
The current flu pandemic caused by the Influenza Type A-virus started in late March 
2009 and to date has infected more than 1 million persons all over the world with more 
than 15,000 deaths in 182 countries. Malaysia is one of the countries has registered about 
12,000 cases with 77 fatalities9. In this work, the data of patients suspected Influenza-
Like Illness (ILI) was collected from University Medical Center, Universiti Tun Hussein 
Onn Malaysia21 during May-August 2009 with the permission of the center head. The 
dataset is summarized in Table 3. There are 182 suspects of Influenza-Like Illness and 
five symptoms founded; fever (>38 degrees Celsius), cough, difficult breathing, tired and 
lethargic. All attributes are Boolean-valued, signifying the absence or presence of some 
feature. If ( ) 1, =auf , then the symptom is occur and otherwise is not. The following 
table summarized the data. 
 
Table 3. A summary of the ILI dataset 
 
Month Fever Cough Difficult 
Breathing 
Tired Lethargic 
May 6 5 1 2 0 
June 2 2 0 1 0 
July 63 61 1 6 2 
August 111 104 7 9 1 
 
The problem of the soft set based decision making trough the above dataset is how to 
clusters the suspects of Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) in the same group with similar 
characteristics (symptoms). It can be done, firstly among all attributes we want to remove 
dispensable attributes. To select the candidate of the dispensable attributes, we employ 
the method proposed by16,18. Lastly, for capturing the decision (clusters) of suspect we 
refers to the cleansed data and group the suspects having the same symptoms. 
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4.2. Modeling Process 
 
We turn now to the short discussion of the modeling for decision making process. The 
process has three basic steps which are briefly discussed. 
• Transformation. It follows from Proposition 3, in using soft set thery, the dataset is 
transformed into a Boolean-valued information system { }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= . 
• Reduction. Before make a decision, the dataset must be cleaned first by removing 
dispensable symptoms. Here, we use the concept of soft set based-reduction as 
proposed in16,18. 
• Decision making. Applying the proposed method to make a decision (to classify) 
patients. 
 
4.3. Method 
 
The problem of parameterization reduction and decision making through this view is to 
reduce the number of parameter (symptoms) which preserved the consistence of optimal 
and sub-optimal decisions16,18. Throughout this sub-section the pair ( )EF,  refers to the 
soft set over the universe U representing a Boolean-valued information system 
{ }( )fVAUS ,,, 1,0= .  
 
Definition 2. Let ( )EF,  be a soft set over the universe U and Uu ∈ . A parameter co-
occurrence set of an object u can be defined as 
 
( ) ( ){ }1,:coo =∈= eufEeu . 
 
Obviously, ( ) ( ){ }1:Coo =∈= eFEeu . 
 
Definition 3. Let ( )EF,  be a soft set over the universe U and Uu ∈ . Support of an 
object u is defined by 
( ) ( ){ }( )1,:cardsupp =∈= eufEeu . 
 
Definition 4. Let ( )EF,  be a soft set over the universe U and Uu ∈ . An objects u is said 
to be maximally supported by a set of all parameters E, denoted by ( )uMsupp  if  
( ) ( )vu suppsupp > , { }uUv \∈∀ . 
 
Based on Definition 4, we can make supported (ranked) ordered objects according 
their support value as  
 
n
UUU >>> L21 , 
 
where UU i ⊆  and { }EiuUuU i by  supported maximalth - is :∈= , for ni ≤≤1 .  
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Thus, iU  is a collection of objects in U having the same support, i.e., objects of the 
same support of are grouped into the same class. Obviously U ni iUU ≤≤= 1  and 
,φ=ji UU I  for ji ≠ . In other word, a collection of { }nUUUEU ,,,/ 21 L=  is a decision 
partition of U, so called cluster decision of U. 
 
Definition 5.  Let ( )EF,  be a soft set over the universe U and EA ⊂ . A is said to be 
indispensable if EUAU // = . Otherwise, A is said to be dispensable. 
 
Based on Definition 5, we can reduce the number of parameters without changing 
the optimal and sub-optimal decisions. 
 
Definition 6. For soft set ( )EF,  over the universe U and EA ⊆ . A is reduction of E if 
only if A is indispensable and ( ) ( )vu AA suppsupp = , for every ., Uvu ∈  
 
Definition 7. For soft set ( )EF,  over the universe U and Uu ∈ . An object u will be the 
optimal decision if u is maximally supported by E. 
 
Example 3. As for example, the following will be the co-occurrence objects derived from 
Table 4.  
 
Table 4. An example of Boolean table of representation of a soft set ( )EF , . 
 
U 
1e  2e  3e  4e  5e  6e  7e  ( )iE pf  
1p  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 
2p  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 
3p  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 
4p  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 
5p  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
6p  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
 
( ) { }743211 ,,,,coo eeeeep = , ( ) { }5322 ,,coo eeep = , ( ) { }7513 ,,coo eeep = ,  
( ) { }75314 ,,,coo eeeep = , ( ) { }715 ,coo eep =  and ( ) { }716 ,coo eep = . 
 
Thus, support of each object is given as follow  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2suppsupp3suppsupp4supp5supp 653241 ==>==>=>= pppppp . 
 
Based from the Definition 5, the partition contain four clusters, i.e., 
 
{ } { } { } { }{ }653241 ,,,,, pppppp , 
 
where it is arrange in descending order of support value. 
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As noted that, the first maximal supported patient is 1p , where ( ) 5supp 1 =p  and as 
been defined by Definition 7, 1p  is the optimal decision. 4p  can be considered as the 
second maximal supported patient based on the support which the next highest, i.e., 
( ) 4supp 4 =p . And it is also noted that 32 , pp  and 65 , pp  can be the second and third 
maximal supported patients, since ( ) ( ) 3suppsupp 32 == pp  and ( ) ( ) 2suppsupp 65 == pp , 
respectively.  
To elaborate Definition 6, let { }76532 ,,,, eeeeeA = . Then we will obtain  
 
{ } { } { } { }{ } EUppppppAU /,,,,,/ 653241 == , 
 
and since { }41,\ eeAE = , then 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 1suppsuppsupp 6\2\1\ ==== ppp AEAEAE L . 
 
Therefore, A is parameter reduction of E and we can now delete attribute { }41 , eeA =
. Note that, by deleting A, we now have { } { } { } { }{ }653241 ,,,,,/ ppppppAU = , which is still 
the same decision partition as in EU / . Also in this case, the maximum supported 
objects are still maintained. As in16,18, any set of reduct that conforms to our rule of 
reduct will still provide the same optimal and sub optimal decisions. By comparing 
optimal and sub-optimal decision from our proposed technique with baseline technique 
for normal parameterization reduction, also giving the result of the same the optimal and 
sub-optimal decisions. Furthermore, our proposed technique confirming that the 
reduction also provides the right objects for decision making.  
 
5. Result and Discussion 
 
After calculating co-occurrences of symptoms in each suspect, Figure 1 lists the detailed 
results of dispensable symptoms and reduct obtained. The symptoms Difficult Breathing 
and Lethargic will be removed from the dataset. Thus, we obtain the reduct as a subset of 
symptoms contains: 
 
Dispensable symptoms: 
Difficult Breathing, Lethargic 
 
Reduct: 
Fever, Cough, Tired 
 
Fig. 1. Reduction of symptoms 
 
After reduction, we can make decisions easily. The decisions are based on the 
support symptoms of each patient. Patients having the same support are clustered in the 
same class. There are three clusters decision we can made and they are given in Figure 2.  
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Cluster 1 (Fever)   
1, 9, 10, 72, 73, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78 
 
Cluster 2 (Fever Cough)  
2, 3, 4, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, , 55, 56, 
57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 
86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 22, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 
128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 
141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 
154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 
167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173 
 
Cluster 3 (Fever, Cough, Tired)  
5, 6, 8, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 
180, 181, 182 
 
 
Fig. 2. Decision clusters 
 
From Figure 2, the numbers of suspects in each cluster and their percentage are given 
in Table 5 and Figure 3, respectively. 
 
Table 5. Number of suspect and percentage 
 
 Fever Fever, Cough Fever, Cough, Tired 
Number of 
Suspects 10 154 18 
Percentage 5.49 84.62 9.89 
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Fig. 3. A 2-D Pie plot of suspect’s percentage 
 
With this decision making technique, it is recommended that suspect with higher 
supported symptoms are indicated having ILI rather than lower supported symptoms. 
From Table 5, we can conclude that 18 suspects are highly indicate having ILI, 154 
suspects are medium indicate having ILI and 10 suspects are low indicate having ILI. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
We have successfully presented an extended application of our soft set-based decision 
making for medical decision making. It is applied through a Boolean valued information 
system representing a dataset of patients suspected ILI (Influenza-Like Illness) taken 
from University Medical Center, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia during May-
August 2009. Using soft set theory and maximal symptoms co-occurences in patients, we 
explore how soft set-based decision making technique can be used to reduce the number 
of dispensable symptoms and further make a correct and fast decision. The result of this 
work can be used for recommendation of decision making based on the clusters decision 
captured.  It is recommended that suspect with higher supported symptoms are indicated 
having ILI rather than lower supported symptoms. Finally, this technique may potentially 
contribute to lowering the complexity of medical decision making without loss of original 
information. 
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